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NOTE 1: For further information about using the controls hover your mouse over the interface. 

NOTE 2: For information on the boat click on the Main Menu    then 'Boat Help'. 

 

Control Operation Default keys 

Option buttons 
(option 1 - option 4) 
 

These controls are used to operate the menu panels for 
winches and mooring. 
  

 
Winch panel 

 

 
A mooring panel 

 
They also operate the sub menus of these panels.  

The 'Alpha' numbers 1 - 4 
(those at the top of your 
keyboard rather on than the 
keypad) 

Tab Used for moving between winches, trim controls (diamond 
dragspots) and crew when mooring.  Keep pressing the 
control to cycle between the different items. 

Tab 

Undo Used to undo an action.  Normally used to move down a 
winch (taking the line off in stages). Also can be used to 
undo mooring lines where the undo icon is shown.  

  

Z 

Centre steering Centres the wheel and rudder. Space 

Centre throttle Centres the throttle. C 

Cancel Used to retract sub menus of the winch and mooring menu 
panels. 

Esc 

Sailing  Toggles 'Sailing Mode'.  (Sailing Mode can also be selected 
by clicking on a winch.) 

F1 

Mooring Selects 'Mooring Mode'. F2 

Anchoring Selects 'Anchoring Mode'. F3 

Other Selects 'Other Mode'. Not currently used. F4 

Engine On Turns the engine on.  E 

Engine Off Turns the engine off. T 

Next Moves to the next page of instructions. N 

Back Moves back a page of instructions. B 



Option buttons for 
anchoring: 
- anchoring up,  
- anchoring down,  
 -anchoring view, 
- anchor compartment 
 

 
Anchoring panel 

 

The 'Alpha' numbers 7 - 0 
(those at the top of your 
keyboard rather on than the 
keypad) 

Submit Used to: 
- OK an alert message. 
- Bring a crew member to the active winch (has a 

menu panel.) 
- Used to move a line up a winch. 

Return 

Cross crew Changes which crew member will go to a winch. Normally 
crew members keep to their own side of the boat. To use 
this control make sure the winch is active (has a menu 
panel) then press the 'cross crew' key. A crew member 
from the opposite side should be called over.  

X 

Autopilot Toggles the autopilot control.  V 

Trim controls Brings up the diamond dragspot for adjusting travellers 
and backstay tensioner. 

P 

Zoom in Zooms in towards the centre of the boat ,  (Comma) 

Zoom out Zooms out away from the centre of the boat .  (Period/Full stop) 

Reverse mode Gives a view over the stern. Also swaps steering so the 
default keys move the wheel left and right as you would 
expect from that viewpoint. 

/ (Slash) 

Boat views Provides boat views from the stern, port, starboard and 
bow in that order. Repeat pressing to step through the 
views. 

' (Backquote) 

SmartView Returns the view to the cockpit. A second keypress 
provides a view relevant to what you are doing (mainly 
useful in mooring mode). 

M 

Left, Right, Up, Down Used for looking around. If used while pressing and 
holding the 'Control Key' (see below) then the keys 
enable you to orbit / circle around the boat. 

H, K, U, J 

AutoSail Toggles AutoSail on and off. AutoSail controls the 
mainsheet, port jib sheet and starboard jib sheet.  

; (Semicolon) 

Control key Used to modify the behaviour of other controls. LeftControl (Left Ctrl key) 

Throttle Moves the throttle control. W, S 

Steering Moves the wheel and rudder. Note: the movement is 
progressive - longer key presses will move the wheel 
faster (as if the wheel accelerates). 

A, D 

Manual force Controls the hands and trim diamond dragspot. L , O 

 

 

 

 

 


